Using Suet
Many birds are attracted to suet. Suet’s high caloric
content means it’s a high energy food and is an
efficient food source. This feeder accepts standard
size suet blocks. Experiment to see which flavor mix
attracts the birds you want. Don’t use suet when the
temperature goes over 100o F. You can also use pure
kidney suet found in the supermarket, but should
restrict it to winter time use, as it can go rancid in all
but the coldest weather. Pure suet is significantly less
attractive to squirrels than mixtures containing seed
or fruit.
Using Fruit
Both Orioles and Tanagers are attracted to oranges.
Slice the oranges in half and leave the rind on.
Remove spoiled fruit from the feeder.
Getting Started
Initially, you may need to hang your feeder on a tree,
where birds normally find food, until they recognize it
as a food source. Place the cage close to the trunk to

give the birds a stable place to land. Once they get
accustomed to the feeder, you can move it to a better
viewing location in a tree or on a pole. Some models
come with a pole clamp (CC1) to attach firmly to a feeder
pole. If your feeder didn’t come with a pole clamp, you
may purchase one separately.
Chain Handle
Droll Yankees® suet feeders have a chain handle to give
you more options when hanging your feeder. The chain
can be used three ways. In one application, it can be
wrapped completely around a tree branch and then
latched onto the feeder. The eyelet does not accept the
S hook on some feeders; instead, attach chain to cross
bar of the feeder. This method prevents the feeder from
sliding on the branch. Another method is to loop it over
a hook, then through the side of the feeder and back
up to a point on the chain to take up the slack, slipping
the S hook through a link on the chain. And third, you
can now hang our double suet feeder horizontally.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY AGAINST SQUIRREL DAMAGE:
This suet feeder is covered by the Droll Yankees Limited Lifetime Warranty Against Squirrel Damage. The warranty does not extend to damage through
improper use, improper cleaning, weather, neglect, abuse, modification, disassembly, or falls. Raccoon and bear damage is not covered. Feeders must
be removed until the pests depart.

Care
Please, for the sake of the birds keep your feeders clean!
Wash your suet cage periodically in a 50/50 solution of
white vinegar and hot water, more frequently in warm
weather. Dirty feeders may spread disease.

To see additional accessories or order on-line visit: www.drollyankees.com

This Droll Yankees product complies
with the quality standards established
by the Wild Bird Feeding Industry.
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Model PSF-S
Premium Suet
Feeder Single

Model SF-D
Suet Feeder
Double

Model GP
68” Garden Pole
1” diameter

Model SGL
Squiggle Hook
12”

Model STDHK
Standard Hook
28”

Model SFPC-D
Suet Feeder Pole Clamp Double
Model SL
Suet Link

Model CC1
Complete
Clamp

Model SWH
Safety Wrap
Hook - 8”

Model SKYHK
Sky Hook®
52”

